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driver mutation driver mutation is a mutation within a gene that confers a selective 

growth advantage (thus promoting cancer development)

CancerCancer isis anan evolutionaryevolutionary processprocess.. MutationsMutations comecome atat randomrandom andand

accumulationsaccumulations ofof mutationsmutations andand theirtheir selectionselection makesmakes cellscells moremore

malignantmalignant.. AllAll genesgenes inin allall positionspositions inin thethe genomegenome cancan bebe mutatedmutated

somesome moremore thanthan othersothers..

passenger mutations passenger mutations are those that do not provide a growth 

advantage



USUALLY:

driver mutations in oncogenes tend to be:

� missense mutations at specific codons

� focal amplifications

driver mutations in tumor suppressors tend to be:

� nonsense mutations

� frameshift mutations

� focal deletions

Driver mutations have a tendency to occur: Vogelstein 2013

� in protein-coding regions of genes

� within important functional domains of the protein

� in splice-site

� in promoter mutations

∼140 genes – 2-8 driver mutations/tumor (Vogelstein)

This could be due: 1)technical reasons: lead to false negative rate; 2) some regions will 

not be well represented by chance factors alone;  3)many mutations are still unknown: 

4) usually coding regions are studied more than others; 5) some driver mutations 

cannot be picked because of cancer cells dilution in stromal cells. 



Oncogene

Oncosuppressor

Driver mutations are often somatic in origin; however,

there are very clear examples of where germline

mutations are driver mutations (e.g. BRCA1/2 in familial

breast and ovarian cancer or TP53 mutations in Li-

Fraumeni syndrome or APC in FAP).

Number and distribution of driver gene mutations in five tumor types

A driver gene is considered:

•oncogene if >20% of somatic

mutations are missense and occur

at recurrent positions

•Oncosuppressor if >20% of somatic

mutations are inactivating



Driver mutations "drive" tumor progressionDriver mutations "drive" tumor progression

PI3K; TGFβ

PATHWAYSPATHWAYS

Modified from Fodde R2001; Vogelstein 2013

PI3K; TGFβ

PatientsPatients ageage//yearsyears 30-50 40-50 50-70

Wen et al. 2019



HOW  TO CLASSIFY A MUTATION AS “DRIVER” OR “PASSENGER”HOW  TO CLASSIFY A MUTATION AS “DRIVER” OR “PASSENGER”

1) by frequency: driver mutations should be mutated in a greater proportion of 

cancer samples than would be expected from the background mutation rate

2) by frequency of mutations in an individual gene compared with the mutation 

frequency of other genes in the same or related tumors

3) by prediction of functional impact (either via in-silico algorithms or cell/model-

based assays). 

Each method is fraught with caveats and disadvantages or challenges, however the Each method is fraught with caveats and disadvantages or challenges, however the 

gold standard of evidence that a mutation is a driver is experimental evidence experimental evidence 

demonstrating that the mutation produces a cellular phenotype that provides a demonstrating that the mutation produces a cellular phenotype that provides a 

selective growth advantage to the cellselective growth advantage to the cell. 

Driver mutations are seen as the ‘Driver mutations are seen as the ‘achilles’achilles’ heel’ of tumorsheel’ of tumors



Modified from Vogelstein 2013



Tumor Type
Mean number of total 

Non-Synonymous/tumor
%  SBSs

%  

Missense
%  Nonsense %  Splice %  InDels

Breast Cancer 60 95 84 7 3 5

Colorectal Cancers - MSS* 71 95 87 7 1 5

Glioblastoma 35 92 84 6 2 8

Pancreatic Adenocarcinoma 48 93 84 5 4 7

Modified from Vogelstein 2013



Pon and Marra 2015



PATHWAYS

Driver genes can be classified into 12 signaling pathways that regulate three

core cellular processes: cell fate, cell survival, and genome maintenance

Vogelstein 2013



Difference between driver gene and driver mutation: driver genes may also contain 

passenger gene mutations

DRIVER GENE    ≠ DRIVER MUTATION

Mut driver Epi-driver
In COSMIC (Novembre 2018) � 719 cancer

driving-genes

passenger gene mutations

Knebel 2017

Some epigenetic alterations are drivers: 

DNA methylation, histone modification, 

miRNA. 





BRAF, NRAS, PTEN, MITF, CDK4, MGMT, CTLA4, PIK3CA, MC1R, KIT, RB1

Ampliseq Custom panel (303 amplicons) for Ion Torrent PGM

MEDICINA di PRECISIONE

BRAF, NRAS, PTEN, MITF, CDK4, MGMT, CTLA4, PIK3CA, MC1R, KIT, RB1

Concomitant presence of BRAFV600 and

CTLA4T17A or MITFS473A SNP or PIK3CAI391M

mutation is very rare; whereas the KITD737N

mutation resulted more frequently associated

to BRAFV600

All the four alterations are correlated to a

greater risk of progression.

Moreover, BRAFV600 patients without

CTLA4T17A, MITFS473A, KITD737N and PIK3CAI391M

had a higher median survival after

Vemurafenib treatment.



560 breast cancers have been sequenced to advance

understanding of the driver mutations conferring clonal

advantage and the mutational processes generating

somatic mutations.

Conclusion: At least 12 base substitution mutational

signatures and 6 rearrangement signatures contributing to

the somatic mutations found, and 93 mutatedthe somatic mutations were found, and 93 mutated

cancer genes (31 dominant, 60 recessive, 2 uncertain) are

implicated in genesis of the disease.

MED23, FOXP1, MLLT4, XBP1, ZFP36L1

CDKN2A, RB1, MAP3K1, PTEN, MAP2K4, ARID1B, B XW7, MLLT4 and TP53

916 probable driver mutations of these classes



266 Breast cancer:

ER-positive breast cancer responds to DNA mutations

with two specific changes in the transcriptome. The

cell cycle with its associated adverse clinical outcome

appears to be more active with an increasing number

of mutations.

A signature specific association with immune

response has been observed, possibly arising from an

increased number of neo-antigens that consequently

may stimulate the immune response more effectively.

Clustered correlation matrix of 266 breast 

cancer cases



TO IDENTIFY MIRNA EXPRESSION  PATTERN WHICH COULD SUPPORT BC 

CLASSIFICATION IN FAMILIAL BC

CLU1 CLU2

mir-106b � mir-1259 mir-29c �

mir-1274a mir-125a-3p � mir-30c-

2star

�

mir-1274b mir-1271 mir-30e

mir-143 � mir-128 � mir-3160

mir-152 mir-140-5p � mir-331-3p

mir-15a � mir-143star mir-4317

mir-19b � mir-148a � mir-451 �

mir-200a � mir-148b � mir-455-5p �

mir-203 � mir-17star � mir-551b-

star

mir-21 star mir-181c-star � mir-590-3p �

mir-21 � mir-188-5p mir-660 �

mir-22 � mir-192 � mir-769-5p

mir-30b � mir-193a-3p � mir-887 �

mir-3172 mir-194 � mir-98 �

mir-339-3p mir-19a � mir-29c-

star

mir-375 � mir-200a-star �

mir-497 mir-214star

mir-22star �

mir-24-2-star �

mir-27b-star

mir-29b �

A driver role of ER-status have been found with the evidence of three sample

clusters : FBC1 82.6% ER-positive; FBC2 mostly ER-negative (66.6%); FBC3 ER-

positive. The three clusters are distinct by different expression of two clusters of

miRNAs: CLU1 overexpressed in FBC1 and down regulated in FBC2; CLU2 with

opposite behavior. BRCA-related and sporadic TNBC cluster together supporting

the hypothesis of a similar epigenetic regulation in these tumors.

This may offer insight into mechanisms of estrogen in breast carcinogenesis and

progression and identify targets for therapeutic interference.



DRIVERs mutually exclusive

127  Lung cancer
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EGFR

ALK
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SMAD4
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CTNNB1  

PI3KCA

poor prognosis for KRAS MT pts and 

PT53/KRAS or TP53/STK11 combined 

group 

Lung cancer team IRCCS Bari ESMO 2019

Frequency of co-occurring aberrations in KRAS-

mutated patients

101 kras mut

Scheffler 2019



Coexistence patterns of targetable alterations in colon cancer



Oncogenic Signaling Pathways in The Cancer Genome Atlas

Eighty-nine percent of tumors had at least one driver alteration in these 

pathways, and 57% percent of tumors had at least one alteration potentially 

targetable by currently available drugs. Thirty percent of tumors had multiple 

targetable alterations, indicating opportunities for combination therapy.

Sanchez-Vega 2019 



A comprehensive analysis of oncogenic driver 

genes and mutations in >9,000 tumors across 33 

cancer types highlights the prevalence of 

clinically actionable cancer driver events in TCGA 

tumor samples.

Bailey  MH 2018



Documento di consensoDocumento di consenso

Si prevede la profilazione genomica, e  quindi 

l’individuazione della mutazione driver e del 

carico mutazionale, che guidano la scelta del 

farmaco e l’indicazione 

terapeutica,  indipendentemente dalla sede 

del tumore, dall’età e dal sesso.

L’istituzione del Molecular tumor

board come elemento chiave della

governance del modello mutazionale




